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Step 2. Planning your project 
Building a team, developing a plan – purpose, goals, objectives, timeline, funding, budget, risk 

assessment, insurance, partners and other stakeholders, outcomes, monitoring and evaluation plan 

 

1. Introduction 
In this step, you will build on the documents that you completed in the previous step, including your 

elevator pitch, quick project assessment, community needs analysis and a scoping study or proposal. 

At this stage, you should have the above documents as well as: 

 provisional approval from your Board or committee to proceed with the more detailed 

project planning 

 a driver of the project (someone with the passion and commitment to see it through to 

completion) 

 a team of people prepared to help plan and implement the project (it’s best that people in 

this team have a range of skills) 

 in the case of a proposed project in another district, in-principle approval from the Rotary 

club and/or District Governor in that district to host the project 

Once these things are in place, it is time to plan the project in detail. This section provides an 

introduction to planning Rotary projects. It describes a number of tools that you might like to use, 

together with some templates and worked examples. Depending on your experience with project 

planning, the expectations of your club, the size and type of your proposed project, you will need to 

choose the most appropriate tools for your project. 

At the end of this step, you will be able to: 

 describe how the integration of good business practices (What) and leadership practices 

(How) lead to successful projects 

 distinguish between business plans, strategic plans and action plans 

 develop a basic strategic plan and action plan for a small project 

 build strategic partnerships 

 describe the major components of a detailed proposal for a large project, including: 

 a project description 
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A plan is not putting you in a box 

and forcing you to stay there. A 

plan is a guide to keep you on 

course, efficient, and safe. 

Amber Hurdle 

 a broad strategic plan (vision or purpose, goals, objectives, outcomes, timelines) and 

action plans for each aspect of the project (using simple tables in MS Word or Excel for 

small projects or project management software for more sophisticated projects) 

 a stakeholder analysis and engagement plan 

 a financial plan (project budget, fundraising plan, financial management plan 

 a project management plan 

 a risk assessment or job safety analysis 

 a security, health and safety plan (for any trips for research or project implementation) 

 a monitoring and evaluation plan 

 a plan to follow best practices of project sustainability and sustainable development 

 

The Rotary Foundation recommends that for a global grant, you should document at least: 

 The impact you wish to have on the community 

 Measurable goals and outcomes of the project 

 Actions needed to implement each step of the project 

 Assignment of responsibilities so that all work is covered 

 Ongoing monitoring and data collection in the benefiting community 

 Possible alternative approaches if activities do not yield the desired impact 

 

2. Rationale 
By planning a project carefully before you undertake it will 

maximise the chances of that project being successful and 

reduce the chances of anything going wrong. Remember, as 

Benjamin Franklin once said, “By failing to prepare, you are 

preparing to fail.” On the other hand, don’t spend so much 

time on the planning that the project is never completed or 

even started.  

 

3. How to build successful projects 
Successful businesses and projects will always be well organised; they will have in place visions, 

plans, systems, processes, budgets and structures. This is the “What” side of the business or 

projects, but an equally important part of these successful businesses and projects are the 

leadership practices, the “How” side. These include developing relationships with staff, volunteers 

and other stakeholders, showing genuine care, building trust and encouraging inclusion, cultivating a 

positive culture, coaching and developing others and communicating to all stakeholders. 

The integration of the “What” and “How” practices in successful businesses and projects will lead to 

positive results, such as the amount of funds raised, outcomes delivered and benefits to the 

community. However, it will also lead to the people who are involved in the project being engaged, 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/16512488.Amber_Hurdle
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enabled, empowered and motivated. This in turn leads to better results for the business or project. 

While it is important to plan carefully and to complete all the other tasks listed under the “What” 

business practices, it is equally important to pay attention to the “How” leadership practices.  

 

4. Different ways of planning 
This section has been adapted in part from a set of training notes (Eco champions for the peninsula), 

for Rotary with permission from the authors3.  

2.1 Business plans, strategic plans and action plans 
There are many different ways of planning a project, depending on the purpose of the plan and the 

size of the project. Many businesses often require a business plan for a large new project. If your 

Rotary club requires a business plan, there are many websites that can help you develop this. One 

such site describes the components of business plan as: 

 “executive summary – a one–page overview written after your business plan is finalised 

 introduction – explains the purpose and objectives of going into business 

 marketing analysis – looks at the industry you are entering and how you fit in 

 marketing plan – your marketing strategy 

 operations plan – how you'll set up the business, i.e. structure, location, regulations 

 management plan – how you'll manage your business 

 financial plan – how you'll finance your business, costing and financial projections.”4 
 

A strategic plan, however, describes in a considered way the future direction of an organisation or 

project. It may include a vision statement or purpose, a mission statement, goals (and sometimes 

objectives), strategies and budgets. As strategic plans are usually light on detail, they normally have 

relatively long timeframes. 

An action plan, which is developed from the strategic plan, describes in a logical way the steps 

needed to carry out a particular strategy. It normally includes tasks or actions to be taken, the 

person or group responsible for each action, the due date and time frame. Action plans are normally 

developed with short timeframes, as it is often hard to develop detailed plans too far ahead.  

 

2.2 Strategic plans and action plans 
This section will take you through some simple steps to learn the process of planning that you can 

apply to your project. There are many terms used in project planning, but for most small projects 

you won’t need to use all these terms. Certainly, you wouldn’t need to worry about writing a mission 

statement. However, it’s always a good idea to write down the purpose of the project i.e. what is it 

you are trying to do? It could be as simple as – to build a vegetable garden for a local school to 

provide fresh vegetables and herbs for the school canteen.  

                                                           
3
 Armstrong, P., & Stewart, J. (2015). Eco champions for the peninsula: teacher leadership for sustainability training 

program, participant notes. Tomorrow’s Leaders for Sustainability. 
4
 Source: Website.  (This website also has business plan guides and templates, as well as contacts details for 

free advice from a Business Enterprise Centre. 

http://www.business.gov.au/Business+Entry+Point/How-to+guides/Thinking+of+starting+a+business/How+do+I+write+a+business+plan.htm
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Activity 1. 

Choose a project that you would like to start planning. Use the list of terms on page 27 and the 

worked example on page 29 to complete the template of a strategic plan for your project (page 28). 

Follow these steps: 

1. Write a draft vision statement or purpose for your project 

2. Write 3-5 goals for your project. (You might like to write these on sticky notes and then sort 

them into major categories.) 

3. Write some targets for each goal (i.e. so that you will you know precisely what you hope to 

achieve) 

4. Write 1-3 strategies for each goal (what you are going to do to achieve the goal and target) 

5. Some key actions that will help you to achieve the targets and strategies 

 

2.3 Barriers 
Many people will tell you about possible barriers to your project and urge you to plan for ways to 

solve these barriers (e.g. time, people, money, apathy, gaining permission, existing culture or risk). 

Take these barriers on board, but don’t allow them to put you off. With planning, advice and 

creativity, most barriers can be overcome. One way to do this is to think of barriers as challenges 

and the solutions as opportunities to get things right and even improve your project.  

One common barrier to a project is changing project expectations or inputs. One way to deal with 

this to consider the project as made of four major components each of which is at one of the four 

corners of a diamond. The four components are budget, timeline, quality and scope which are all in a 

state of tension. Change to anyone of these four components will impact on the other three. As an 

example, imagine that you are offered less money to run a project (i.e. smaller budget), then 

something else in your project will have to change; either the quality of the project will be less, or 

the timeline could be shorter or longer or the project could include fewer parts. 

 

Activity 2. 

1. List up to five possible barriers to achieving the goals of your project 
2. Write these in the table below 
3. Working in your group, develop strategies to help overcome these barriers and write these 

in the table. 
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Barrier Solutions to address the barrier 

e.g. insufficient money 
 
 
 

Go to fundraising ideas section on page 36 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

2.3 Action Plans 
An action plan sets out in detail how you will complete each step of an action. It will normally 

include such aspects as: action or task, person responsible, due date, cost and status (or position of 

the action). 

 

Activity 3. 

Use the template on Page 30 to write an action plan for your project. (You will find a worked 
example on page 31. 
 
 

 
Rotarians, Rotaractors and Interactors planting seedlings on a country property in western Victoria 
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Terms used in strategic and project planning 

Term What is it? What should you ask? Example  
(District 9810 Tree Project) 

Vision Clear, inspiring, “big” 
picture of what your 
organisation or project 
would like to achieve 
sometime in the future 
 

What will success look 
like? 

Revegetation of country properties 
by District 9810 Rotary groups 
through sowing, growing and 
planting native seedlings 

Purpose Explains simply what 
you’re trying to do 
 

What are you trying to 
do? 

To conduct a practical 
environmental project with Rotary 
volunteers 
 

Mission Explains the purpose, 
business and values of 
your organisation or 
project 
 

What is our purpose? 
What is our business? 
What are our values? 

To conduct a practical 
environmental project through the 
collaboration of multiple Rotary 
groups to help revegetate country 
properties  
 

Goals Broad aims What are we trying to 
achieve in specific 
areas? 

To contribute to Landcare's efforts 
to boost nature corridors and 
reduce salinity and soil erosion by 
sowing, growing and planting 
native seedlings in rural Victoria 
 

Objectives Specific aims: SMART – 
Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic, 
Time-framed (more 
specific than goals) 

Precisely, what are we 
trying to achieve in 
specific areas? 

To sow, grow, care for and plant 
2,000 native seedlings on a 
selected country property each 
year 
 

Outcomes In broad terms, what 
your organisation or 
project is hoping to 
achieve 

What do we plan to 
achieve by the end of 
the project? 

10,000 native seedlings raised and 
planted on a country property in 
Victoria from 2012-2016 
 

Targets Precise, numerical 
valued and time-based 
outcomes  

Precisely, what do you 
hope to achieve? 

2,000 seedlings raised and planted 
each year by Rotary volunteers 
 

Strategies Description of what you 
are going to do to 
achieve the 
goals/outcomes 

How are you going to do 
it? 

Tree Project and Landcare liaison  

Actions 
(tasks are a 
steps of 
action) 

Actions to be 
undertaken to achieve 
the targets for each 
strategy 

What should you do? 
When? Who? How 
much will it cost? 
 

Order boxes/seed kits from Tree 
Project; sow and distribute 
seedlings to be raised by 
volunteers across 3 clubs 
 

Indicators Indicators of 
performance in a 
particular area 

What measurable 
outcome will indicate 
whether or not your 
strategies are working? 

Number of seedlings raised 
successfully each year 
Number of planted seedlings that 
survive after 5 years 
Number of repeat volunteers 
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Template for a basic project plan 

Project name 
 

Vision (or Purpose) 
 
 
 

Goals Targets Strategies Actions 

1.   
 
 
 
 
 

  

2.   
 
 
 
 
 

  

3.   
 
 
 
 
 

  

4.   
 
 
 
 

  

5.   
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Example of a basic project plan 

Project Name 
District Tree Project 

Vision or Purpose 
Revegetation of country properties by District 9810 
Rotary groups through sowing, growing and planting 
native seedlings 

  

Goals Targets Strategies Key actions 

1. To contribute to Landcare's efforts to boost 
nature corridors and reduce salinity and soil 
erosion by sowing, growing and planting native 
seedlings in rural Victoria 

i. 2,000 seedlings raised and 
planted 

1.1 Tree Project and 
Landcare liaison 

1.1.1 Order boxes/seed kits from Tree Project; 
sow and distribute seedlings to be raised by 
volunteers across 3 clubs 

  ii. Plant on an environmentally 
worthy site, identified with 
the help of Landcare 

1.2 Growing team 
coordination 

1.2.1 Maintain health of seedlings from Jan-
August period 

    1.3 Planting day site 
arrangements 

1.3.1 Identify an appropriate and worthy site for 
planting and arrange Planting Day for August 

2. To bring together multiple Rotary groups; 
Interact, Rotaract, country and city Rotary clubs 

i. Volunteers from 8 Interact, 
Rotaract and Rotary clubs 
present 

2.1 Local Rotary 
liaison 

2.1.1 Involve local Rotarians in site selection (if 
applicable) and in arranging the Planting Day 
BBQ/catering 

    2.2 Youth programs 
liaison 

2.2.1 Extend invitation to Interact clubs early in 
the year, so they can make this their community 
project and confirm date availability 

      2.2.2 Invite Rotaractors across the District 

3. To provide a safe and satisfying hands-on 
volunteer opportunity for volunteers with an 
environmental focus 

i. Attendance of 50 volunteers 
at Tree Planting Event 

3.1 Volunteer 
coordination 

3.1.1 Invite volunteers from a variety of Rotary 
groups and provide them with all necessary 
safety and preparation communication 

  ii. Zero safety incidents,  3.2 Risk assessment 
or job safety 
analysis 

3.2.1 Use the best approach for ensuring a safe 
event 

  iii 90% satisfaction rating 
among volunteers  

3.3 Project 
evaluation 

3.3.1 Conduct evaluation survey for particpants 
and committee debrief 
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Action plan template 

Actions Tasks Person Responsible Due Date Cost Comment 
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Example of a basic action plan 

 

 

Strategies / Actions / Tasks Person 

Responsible

Due Date Cost Comment Jan Feb Mar May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1.1 Tree Project and Landcare 

liaison1.1.1 Order boxes/seed kits from 

Tree Project; sow and distribute 

seedlings to be raised by 

volunteers across 3 clubs

Murray on-going

1.1.1a Liase with Tree Project and 

Landcare to select and order 

appropriate seeds

Murray 1/12/2017 $400 across 

3 clubs

1.1.1b Pick up order from Tree 

Project in January

Murray and 

MASH 

volunteers

25/01/2018 Address

1.1.1c Hold a "District Sowing Day" 

in Jan/Feb and distribute to growers

Pat 3/02/2018 Bring a plate 

catering

1.2 Growing team coordination

1.2.1 Maintain health of seedlings 

from Jan-August period

Pat Feb-Aug 

20181.2.1a Distribute "Growing tips" 

flyers to growers with responses to 

common issues such as possums 

and white disease

Pat and Clare 3/02/2018 In-kind 

printing

File located 

in Dropbox

1.2.1b Organise group "Repotting 

Days" to thin out seedlings in May

Pat and Clare 5/05/2018

1.3 Planting day site 

arrangements

1.3.1 Identify an appropriate and 

worthy site for planting and arrange 

Planting Day for August

Murray 1/07/2018

1.3.1a Liaise with Landcare and the 

local Rotary club to identify 

appropriate sites in the local area

Murray 1/07/2018

1.3.1b Liaise with land owner for 

preparation of planting sites and 

access on Planting Day

Murray 1/08/2018
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2.4 Strategic partnerships 
It is rare for one club to complete a project on their own, especially if it is a large and/or complex 

one. Partnerships can make the funding and implementation easier, by sharing the workload. 

However, these partnerships need to be managed well, so that each party’s contribution really 

benefits the project and they, in turn, feel that their contribution is valued. Some suggestions: 

 Prepare a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) or Letter of Agreement (LoA), setting out 

what each party will contribute to the project (e.g. supply a product by a certain time and 

cost) and what they can expect in return (e.g. regular reports and recognition). RI has a 

proforma for MoUs (Cooperating Organisation Memorandum of Understanding). You may 

wish to have any MoU or LoA checked by a member with either legal or contract experience 

before commencing the project. 

 For significant projects, your club may require a signed formal contract with each party. 

(Make sure that a copy of this contract is stored in a secure place, should an issue arise) 

 Make sure that you ask one person in your team to focus on building the relationships with 

these partners. Consider having a celebratory event or inviting them to a club meeting at the 

end of the project to acknowledge their contribution. 

 

2.5 The major components of a detailed proposal for a project 
(Once this proposal is approved by your Board or committee, then it becomes your project plan) 

1. Project description 

This describes what the project is about, why it is necessary and who will benefit from the project. At 

this stage, it could be a more refined version of the description you prepared for your scoping 

proposal. 

 

2. A broad project plan 

This should include a vision or purpose, goals, objectives, strategies and action plans for each part of 

the project. 

Use the template on page 28 to complete this. For a more complex project, you may need to add 

more rows to this template or to use Excel spreadsheets or even more sophisticated project 

management software. 

Use the template on page 31 to complete an action plan, using simple tables in MS word or Excel or 

management software for more sophisticated projects) 

 

3. A stakeholder analysis and engagement plan 

It is a good exercise to look at the key stakeholders (or people or groups who could be interested or 

involved in some form) in your project. List these stakeholders and consider how, when and how 

often you will communicate with each group. This could be done either as to list or as a concept 

map.  
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Remember each stakeholder will have their own needs, interests and limitations. Your 

communication with them should highlight how your project is helping them to meet their needs 

and desired outcomes. It may also be worthwhile considering how your project helps address one of 

the limitations of your partner organisation, such as limited funds, volunteers or reach; at a 

minimum, your project should not exacerbate these.  

For Example, in 2012 the Rotaract Club of Monash held a charity fundraiser ball in support of the 

Stillbirth Foundation. This group aims to raise awareness and sensitivity to issues surrounding 

stillbirths, which the event highlighted by informing its audience in a number of ways about the issue 

and publicised the Foundation’s work. This aligned the event with the Foundation’s aims. The 

involvement of the Rotaract club took the burden of hosting a large-scale event off the hands of the 

Foundation’s small volunteer team. However, if the Rotatarct club had constantly taken up too much 

of these volunteers’ time with queries, then the project would have become a burden rather than a 

benefit to the recipient. 

Stakeholders can include: 

Project workers 

Those who help out at any stage in the project (volunteers from your club, other clubs or outside 

Rotary, project managers, project team) 

Beneficiaries (target audience) 

Those who will benefit from your project (e.g. householders in a village who have received a well, 

drilled by Rotary volunteers, users of a new website, families at community festival, buyers at a 

community market) 

Partners 

Those with whom you will partner for all or some part of your project (e.g. other groups who supply 

or manage some part of the project, sponsors and, if in another district, the Host Rotary club for the 

project) 

Contractors 

Those you will pay to deliver or install part of a project (e.g. printer, builder, tradespeople, caterer) 

Supporters 

Those who are not directly involved in the project, but are interested in the outcomes (e.g. your 

local Council, the local media, member of government, public servant) 

Advocates 

Those who can speak on your behalf to other groups (e.g. Club President, District Governor, 

Assistant Governors, Service chairs, local member of government) 

Once you have listed all your stakeholders, consider how you will engage with each group and then 

how, when and how often you will communicate with them. (Use the template below to develop 

your plan.) Remember that you (or someone else in your team) will need to invest time in building 

and maintaining relationships with these stakeholders. 
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Template – a plan to engage stakeholders5 

Stakeholder 
 

Type of 
stakeholder 
(e.g. partner) 

Influence on the 
project  
(High, medium or 
low) 

What they could 
bring to your 
project  
(e.g. funds, 
expertise) 

Strategies to build 
the partnership and 
communicate with 
the stakeholder 
(e.g. arrange face to 
face meeting, send 
reports) 

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
 

4. Financial plans 

(a) A project budget 

Check with your club Treasurer for advice about how to draft a budget that will allow you (and your 

team and the Treasurer to track the financials of your project). Some of the items that you may need 

to include in your budget, especially if you intend to apply for either a District or Global Grant, are: 

 Accommodation  Signage 

 Equipment  Supplies 

 Monitoring/evaluating  Training 

 Operations  Travel 

 Personnel  Tuition 

 Project management  Contingencies 

 Publicity  

If you do intend to apply for either a District or Global Grant, make sure you read and follow The 

Rotary Foundation guidelines for each of these grants. 

                                                           
5 Armstrong, P., & Stewart, J. (2015). Eco champions for the peninsula: teacher leadership for sustainability training 

program, participant notes. Tomorrow’s Leaders for Sustainability. Used with permission of the authors 
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(b) Fundraising plan 

Once you have worked out your budget and know what funds you will need, think through how you 

going to obtain this funding. Some ideas for sourcing funding include: 

 Your Rotary club  fund-raising events (such as trivia nights, 
film nights, dinners) 

 Other Rotary clubs in your district or 
other districts 

 Raffles (make sure you check the legal 
requirements for conducting raffles) 

 Philanthropic groups  Grants from your local Council 

 Donations from individuals directly to 
your club or via your club’s website 

 Matching Grants from District Grants or 
Global Grants (make sure you 
understand the formula for matching 
amounts from The Rotary Foundation 
and check the funding requirements) 

 Sponsors (e.g. local businesses)  Sales of special products (e.g. book sale 
or garage sale) 

 

(c) A financial management plan 

This includes who is going to manage the finances (receive monies and pay accounts) and report to 

various stakeholders, including your club Board. For large projects, the accounts may need to be 

audited. Check any legal requirements for your state, territory or country. 

 

5. A project management plan 

This should include how the project will be managed, especially the role of the project manager. For 

local projects, the project could be managed by a committee made up of members of your club or 

group of local clubs or, for overseas projects, a committee drawn from members of the host Rotary 

club (Host Sponsor) and the overseas Rotary club (International Sponsor)). Your Board may also 

require your project manager to provide regular reports of any team meetings. 

 

6. A risk assessment or job safety analysis 

A risk assessment plan is essential to any project planning. It is recommended that for each project, 

you complete a risk assessment plan or job safety analysis taking into account, risks to your club, any 

volunteers, Rotary and to the local community. 

There are many ways that you could develop detailed risk assessments or job safety analyses. Two 

templates that could help you are: 

 Template 2. Job Safety Analysis Worksheet 

 Template 4. Rotary – Risk Management Checklist (for District 9810)) 

A worked example of a job safety analysis (JSA) for the District 9810 Tree Project is provided 

electronically.  
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If completing a JSA, make sure that all activities are compliant with your club’s insurance cover. 

Forward a copy of this JSA to your club or District Risk Management and Insurance officer, so that 

they are kept up-to-date with your planning. 

 

7. A security, health and safety plan (for any trips for research or project 

implementation) 

If, as part of the research or the implementation of your project, you need to travel to the location 

of your project, either overseas or to regions in your own country that have an increased risk for 

security, health and safety, then it is recommended that you plan for that trip very carefully. 

Your plan should consider, at least: 

 Evacuation: security and medical 

 Communications 

 Travel 

 Medical 

 Security 

 Natural disasters 

 Contact numbers 

 Maps 

Refer to the Security, Health and Safety Plan: Sample. 

For overseas projects where travel is involved, particularly in remote or unusual places, obtain a 

travel insurance card, because that will avoid travel to excluded sites. You should also advise your 

Department of Foreign Affairs (In Australia this is DFAT – Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade) of 

your travel plans and register with them so that they can be aware of your presence and be able to 

advise if any circumstances arise requiring your attention. 

 

8. A monitoring and evaluation plan 

Monitoring is collecting and analysing data as you go in order to keep track of the project. Evaluation 

is judging how successful or effective a project has been. It is about assessing if the objectives, 

targets or measurable outcomes of the project have been achieved. 

 

The Rotary Foundation’s Guide to Global Grants recommends that you: 

 Be specific about who will benefit from your project and what benefits will receive. 

 Establish baseline data and set benchmarks to measure your progress during and after the 

project. 

 Specify your measurement methods 

 Create a timeline 
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The following template can help you to develop a simple monitoring and evaluation plan for your 

project. In Step 4, you will learn how to develop a more sophisticated plan, but, for the time being, a 

basic one is sufficient for your project plan. 

Measure Target Measurement 
Method 

Measurement Schedule 

e.g. Total number of 
beneficiaries in the pilot village 

500 (Approximately) Grant records and 
reports 

Start of project 
July/August 2017 
Mid project 
June/July 2018 
End of project 
June/July 2019 

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

For further information, go to Step 4. Monitoring and Evaluating. 

 

9. A plan to follow best practices of project sustainability and sustainable 

development 

Project sustainability 

The Rotary Foundations Guide to Global Grants describes project sustainability as “providing long-

term solutions to community problems that community members themselves can support after 

grant funding ends” (p.8). This description can apply equally to projects that are not necessarily 

supported by grant funding. 

 

The six practices of project sustainability as described in the Guide to Global Grants are: 

1. Start with the community 

2. Encourage local ownership 

3. Provide training 

4. Buy local 

5. Find local funding 

6. Measure your success 
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Try to incorporate these practices into your project planning, where appropriate. A simple table 

might be sufficient to show how your project aligns with the above six practices. 

 

Principles of sustainable development 

Describe how you have considered the eight principles of sustainable development in your project 

design. Recall that these eight principles were discussed previously on pages 8 and 9: 

1. Global perspective 

2. Triple bottom line approach to sustainability 

3. Intergenerational equity 

4. Conservation of biodiversity and ecological integrity 

5. No loss of natural or human capital 

6. Precautionary 

7. Valuing natural resources 

8. Community participation and equal opportunity 

Use a simple table with the eight principles above in one column and an explanation of how your 

project aligns with each of these principles in a second column. 

If your club has a sustainability policy, try to ensure that your project is consistent with that policy as 

well. 

 

5. Extra help 
Where to go for assistance (General, District and Rotary International) 
 

Business Plans  
website 
This website also has business plan guides and templates, as well as contacts details for free advice 

from a Business Enterprise Centre. 

 

District and global grants 
 Rotary International Grants website 

 10 Ways to Improve Your Global Grant Application Powerpoint presentation 

 A Guide to Global Grants pdf 

 Global Grant Monitoring and Evaluation Plan Supplement pdf 

 Rotary International Areas of Focus online document 

 Cooperating_Organisation_Memorandum_of_Understanding_ website 

 

6. Templates and worked examples 
Template 2. Job Safety Analysis Worksheet 

http://www.business.gov.au/Business+Entry+Point/How-to+guides/Thinking+of+starting+a+business/How+do+I+write+a+business+plan.htm
https://www.rotary.org/en/our-programs/grants
https://my.rotary.org/en/document/10-ways-improve-your-global-grant-application
https://my.rotary.org/en/document/guide-global-grants
https://my.rotary.org/en/document/global-grant-monitoring-and-evaluation-plan-supplement
https://my.rotary.org/en/document/rotarys-areas-focus
https://my.rotary.org/en/take-action/apply-grants/global-grants
Template%202%20Job%20Safety%20Analysis%20Worksheet.docx
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Template 4. Rotary – Risk Management Checklist 

Template 5. Global Grant Application 

Template 6. Project Proposal 

Planning for Success Sample Strategic & Action Plans 

Worked Example Security and Safety Plan 

Worked Example Job Safety Analysis Tree Project District 9810.xlsx 

 

7. Summary 
In this chapter, you will have considered: 

 how the integration of good business practices (What) and leadership practices (How) lead 

to successful projects 

 the difference between business plans, strategic plans and action plans 

 how to develop a basic strategic plan and action plan for a small project 

 how to build strategic partnerships 

 

In this step, you should have produced: 

1. a project description 

2. a broad strategic plan 

3. a stakeholder analysis and engagement plan 

4. a financial plan (project budget, fundraising plan, financial management plan 

5. a project management plan 

6. a risk assessment or job safety analysis 

7. a security, health and safety plan (for any trips for research or project implementation) 

8. a basic monitoring and evaluating plan 

9. a basic plan to follow best practices of project sustainability and principles of sustainable 

development 

 

If, after completing your plan, you decide to apply for a Global Grant, then it would be wise to heed 

the conditions of The Rotary Foundation before proceeding further. Check that the following 

conditions are true for your project: 

 It falls within Rotary’s global grant guidelines 

 It’s technically feasible 

 You and your partner club are qualified to address this need through your collective expertise 

and resources 

 The issues aren’t already being addressed by another organisation 

Template%204%20Rotary%20-%20Risk%20Management%20Checklist%20(2%20August%202014).doc
Template%205%20Global%20Grant%20Application.docx
Template%206%20Project%20Proposal.docx
Planning%20for%20Success%20Sample%20Strategic%20&%20Action%20Plans%20V6.xls
Worked%20Example%20Security%20and%20Safety%20Plan.docx
Worked%20Example%20Job%20Safety%20Analysis%20Tree%20Project%20District%209810.xlsx
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Working closely with the target community is crucial for project success 
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